The synthesized voice has become an ever present aspect of daily life. Heard through our smart-devices and from public announcements, engineers continue in an endeavour to achieve naturalness in such voices. Yet, the degree to which these methods can produce likeable, human like voices, has not been fully evaluated. With recent advancements in synthetic speech technology suggesting that human like imitation is more obtainable, this study asked 25 listeners to evaluate both the likeability and human likeness of a corpus of 13 German male voices, produced via 5 synthesis approaches (from formant to hybrid unit selection, deep neural network systems), and 1 Human control. Results show that unlike visual artificially intelligent elements -as posed by the concept of the Uncanny Valley -likeability consistently improves along with human likeness for the synthesized voice, with recent methods achieving substantially closer results to human speech than older methods. A small scale acoustic analysis shows that the F0 of hybrid systems correlates less closely to human speech with a higher standard deviation for F0. This analysis suggests that limited variance in F0 is linked to a reduction in human likeness, resulting in lower likeability for conventional synthetic speech methods.
Introduction
The anthropomorphisation of machines has been something of a curiosity for engineers throughout the 20th century [1, 2, 3] , and is closely related to the advent of thought into artificially intelligent (AI) beings [4] . Giving a voice to such beings, has become a crucial consideration and necessary component for developers, as a means of achieving comfortable and 'social' Human Computer Interactions (HCI) [5] . As such voices are now embedded in our daily-life (from personal assistants [6] to humanoid robots [7] ), this study explores the impact that human likeness may have on our perception of likeability.
From the recorded speech of repeated public announcements e. g., 'mind the gap', to the more complex (deep) machine learning Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems of today e. g., the IBM Watson System [8] , or Deep Minds WaveNet [9] , the methods for creating such voices have advanced substantially throughout the past decade [10, 8] . Now in the age of deep learning, it seems that true human likeness (or naturalness) of synthesized voices, is a more obtainable feature, with recent advancements focusing on specific speech features, including learning unknown pronunciations [11] .
The perception of human speech is a well researched area [12, 13, 14] . However, considerably less efforts have been made towards the perception of synthesized speech. This is surprising as, synthesized voices are often a consideration in developing corporate identity (i. e., Apple's Siri, or Amazon's Alexa), and attractiveness (or likeability) is closely linked to commercial success [15] . Initial research has been made in relation to earlier synthesis methods, including the ability for such voices to portray personality traits [16] , as well as the likeability of gendered synthesized voices [17] . Additionally, the effect of mixing human speech with synthetic speech as a means of improving likeability has also been evaluated [18] .
Human likeness is a term commonly discussed in relation to AI through the concept of the Uncanny Valley. Coined by the Japanese robotisist Masahiro Mori in 1970 [19] , this concept describes the 'almost but not quite' human likeness of visual features in humanoid robots, which may elicit an unfamiliar feeling or aversion to the AI 'being' [20] . The 'valley' is a point in the degree of human likeness when features are close (but not exact) replications of real-human features in which familiarity (and therefore in some way likeability) substantially decreases. The Uncanny Valley, has been extensively explored in relation to the visual attributes within AI [21, 22] . Yet, only briefly has the Uncanny Valley (in relation to robotic speech) explored [23] , finding (as part of a multi-modal system) that human likeness is linearly related (in most cases) to the ability to portray emotion.In this way, [24] also evaluated the uncanny valley for text to speech (TTS), comparing two synthesis methods used within a dialogue system.
The implications of synthesized ('robotic') speech have been evaluated in [25] , and synthetic voice identity itself, has begun to be highlighted as problematic in recent literature [26] . In this regard, brief studies by researchers relating to human likeness in synthesis [27, 28] have begun to appear. This study aims to build on this, utilising the German Text-to-Speech Dataset 1 (GTTS). From GTTS, a selection of male voices (balance was not possible across genders) have been gathered, and this study asked 25 listeners from varied backgrounds to assess the level of human likeness, and likeability of a selection of 13 voices of varying synthesis methods (including formant, diphone, unit selection, hybrid unit selection, and state of the art hybrid deep neural network systems) as well as 1 human voice. In this way, we are evaluating if human likeness and likeability are linked for the synthesized voice, asking if there is an Uncanny Valley, and how close to human are current methods able to achieve?
Methodology

Corpus
The corpus used within this study is a subset of GTTS, consisting of 13 male voices, and 39 utterances. Through out the years of synthesis (details of voice years given in Table 1 ), it is observed that for a long period synthesis methods consisted of diphone (two-phones) concatenation from recorded speech. Formant synthesis was also a common signal processing method, associated with the 'robotic' somewhat monotonic synthetic voices. Within this corpora the following synthesis methods are included; formant synthesis [29] , concatenative diphone synthesis [30] , conventional non-uniform unit-selection [31] , and hybrid nonuniform unit selection synthesis, using Liljencrants-Fant model [32] , and state-of-the-art hybrid unit-selection synthesis methods with deep neural network frameworks e. g., ( Within the corpus only male voices have been taken from the GTTS data set. Using only the male voices was a decision taken due to the imbalanced nature of gender across the dataset, and the year based selection of the voices. Seemingly, earlier years for German speaking TTS were dominated by male synthetic speech, and although there may be some effect on the listener perception due to the speaker gender [33] , for this study we have chosen to prioritise balancing the dataset.
Evaluation Parameters
As a means of investigating the advancements in voice synthesis, the parameters of likeability and human likeness are evaluated. The listening task was completed in the iHEARu-PLAY online browser-based annotation platform [34] , and traits were divided into 2 individual tasks. 25 listeners (ages ranging from 22-57 years) of varying nationalities 4 , 14 male and 11 female, voluntarily evaluated the corpus of 13 voices. Taking into account the data quality management procedures as described in [35] , high quality annotations were collected.
In previous studies by the authors, the effect of perception on native and non-native listeners [27] was evaluated, finding no substantial difference in results. Therefore, here, the multinational listener group is not expected to compromise the result.
Likeability: To evaluate likeability, the listeners were asked to 'Please listen to the voice and judge the level of Likability. i. e., How much do you like the voice speaking?'. For each utterance, listeners evaluated the Likeability on a 5-point Likert scale; 1= Not at all, 5=Extremely. Human likeness: As in our previous studies [27, 28] , the term Human likeness has been used, coined from the concept of the Uncanny Valley [19] to describe how accurately the machine is able to imitate a human. For this task, listeners were asked to 'Please listen to the voice and judge the level of human likeness. i. e., How close to human would you rate the voice speaking?'. Again, using a 5-point Likert scale 1= Not at all, 5=Extremely.
Evaluation of Results
To evaluate how likeabiltiy is linked to improved human likeness, multiple comparisons between the listeners' perception of the evaluated classes are presented, across the voices (covering several years of synthesis). Mean results from the evaluation are included in Table 2 . Reported p values, are significant under the conventional threshold of p < .05. With eta square (η 2 ) being used as a measure of effect size.
Analysis and Discussion
For both of the evaluated parameters, i. e., likeability, and human likeness, the null hypothesis that the samples of all the evaluated groups are perceived similarly have been rejected, given the significant difference in the medians shown by the Kruskal-Wallis test: H(13) = 375.01, p < .001 for likeability; H(13) = 513.57, p < .001 for human likeness. In order to evaluate between which specific voices are perceived as significantly different, a pairwise comparisons among the 13 groups (considering the post hoc test Dunn-Bonferroni), has been applied.
It is worth noting here that we are unable to perform a oneway ANOVA. During initial analysis, a Shapiro-Wilk test was used to check for normality and returned p < .001 for both perception evaluation parameters (likeability and human likeness). Furthermore, the results of a Levene test revealed that the variances between listeners' responses were also not equal, again at significant levels, p < .001, for both parameters. Therefore, using the results of both tests, we rejected the null hypothesis of the population variances being equal and the distribution normal, thus we switched to a non-parametric method of analysis.
From the pairwise comparisons, results display no signif- 
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From this, it is observed that HU_2014, DN_2016, and DN_2018 (the most recent synthesis methods) are perceived to be as likeable and human like as the Human voice. Looking closely at the results of these voices shows that the hybrid synthesis of HU_2014 is as human like and likeable as DN_2016 and DN_2018; and to evaluate further the advancements due to DNN-base synthesis would require a more focused study.
Despite the similarity of HU_2014, DN_2016, and DN_2018, there is a continued increase in the perception of likeability and human likeness across the corpora, observed prominently within the plotted results in Figure 1 When looking at Figure 1 (B) , the cluster of the formant synthesis voices is observed in the lowest range, despite their 32 years age-gap. As well as this clustering, an observable gap between the diphone and unit-selection voices, and the Hybrid and DNN voices can be observed; shown by e. g., by the significant difference yielded between D_1997 vs DN_2018 for human likeness (p = .001, η 2 = 0.22). This observation could be related to the findings in [23] , in which portrayal of emotion was found to be linked to the human likeness of synthesized voices. In relation to this, it could be observed that results of our study, are due to a more effective portrayal of emotion in the hybrid-DNN voices; however, this would need a detailed emotion specific analysis.
When looking at these results in relation to the concept of the Uncanny Valley [19] , Figure 1 (B) sees likeability in place of familiarity. It is observed that unlike with visual elements, when likeability increases, so too does human likeness. However, in Figure 1 (B) , it can also be observed that there is a tendency towards the 'valley' which warrants further exploration between the years of 1998 and 2014. Through the comparison between D_1996 vs D_2004, it is observed that these are perceived as highly similar, due to the small effect size of likeability and a none effect for human likeness (p = 1.00, η 2 = 0.03; and p = 1.00, η 2 = 0.00 respectively). On the contrary, D_2004 vs DN_2018 have been perceived as different, displayed by a medium effect size (p > .001 and η 2 = 0.54 for both likeability and human likeness), showing that voices above this year range (1998-2013, excluding the formant synthesis voice), are being perceived differently, to conventional synthesis methods as a whole, even those of lower human likeness. In this regard, despite this tendency towards the 'valley', it is observed consistently from the results that likeability does correspond to human likeness. Through computing a Pearson correlation of all human-likeness and likeability results from all voices, it is shown that the perception of these two is highly related, and there is a linear relationship between them (r = .489, p < .001). Therefore, a comparison to the conventional Uncanny Valley is not possible, as higher human likeness does not seem to match lower likeability at any point during the level of human likeness .
Acoustic Feature Analysis
As a means of evaluating the results from this study in more detail, focusing particularly on human likeness, a feature level analysis was made of 3 of the voices within the corpora. Figure 3 . shows sentence 1, from 3 of the corpus voices (chosen due to their varied results, as well their polarising synthesis approaches): D_2004, DN_2018, and Human (as a control). The smileF0 feature set from the open-source openSMILE feature extractor [36] was used, to automatically extract F0 at frame values (10ms) from the speech instances.
One observation from this selection of voices, is that the F0 of D_2004 has a much smoother trajectory (perhaps a more literal imitation); yet, this voice was perceived with less human likeness and likeability (mean of 1.86 and 1.74 respectively, cf. Table 2 ). As well as this, the voice characteristics fit with the stereotype of monotonic synthesized speech, having an F0 mean (m) of 97.59 Hz and a smaller standard deviation (sd) of 9.7 Hz. This results is mentionable as -unlike visual elements -discussed through the Uncanny Valley -a somewhat precise imitation in the prosodic features is seen, which does not come through in perception of human likeness. An observed difference when comparing D_2004 and DN_2018, is that DN_2018 has a noticeable phrase-final lengthening in as the prosodic boundary (highlighted by the red arrow), something typical to human speech [37] , which is less prevalent in D_2004. The prosodic flow of DN_2018 is dynamic, as is the Human voice (Human F0 m: 138.27 Hz, sd: 24.04 Hz; DN_2018 F0 m: 108.61 Hz, sd: 21.89 Hz). In this regard (cf. Figure 2) , we have calculated the sd of the mean F0, against human likeness for all voices, here observing a trend that voices with higher deviation from the mean F0 are also more human like. We speculate that DN_2018 achieved both high human likeness, and likeability ratings as compared to D_2004 (mean of 1.86 and 1.74 respectively, cf. Table 2 ), due to such prosodic behaviours.
Conclusions
Through this evaluation of the perception of human likeness and likeability across a corpora of 13 voices including 5 synthesis types, and 1 human control, it is clear that methodologies for voice synthesis generation have improved across the years for the evaluated parameters e. g., as shown by voice DN_2018 against D_2004. However, state-of-the-art Hybrid-DNN voices have not yet made a substantial improvement over previous hybrid methods (HU_2014) methods (as no significance is shown between them). However, the results for the hybrid-DNN voices are promising for synthetic audio generation. With similar DNN methods being applied in multiple domains (e. g., music generation [9] ), systems are seemly reaching a natural level of replication ability, which can only be positive for the computer audition community. In this regard, future analysis could include a variety of languages, as well as a focused synthesis selection in order to fully evaluate how DNNs are building upon the previous state of the art.
Of prominence, it was also observed that likeability and "besucht" "gefahren" Figure 3 : F0 feature analysis for 3 voices within the corpora; D_2004, DN_2018, Human. The F0 standard deviation is plotted with the horizontal highlight, observing a larger variance in the prosodic pattern of DN_2018, and Human compared to that of D_2004. Labelled in blue (left arrow), a dynamic shift in the prosodic flow is observed. In green (right arrow), a human like pre-final lengthening of the phrase boundary is seen, both in DN_2018 and Human.
Human
human likeness are correlated but unlike the concept for visual features discussed through the concept of the Uncanny Valley; there does not seem to be an aversion to the voices when they achieve more human like features. In reality, likeability is very much related to the synthesis methods, e. g., the clusterings mentions in Section 3. Despite this, it could be considered that there is not an Uncanny Valley for the synthesized voice, but rather an entire period, as it was shown that from 2014, voices synthesis methods achieve significantly higher results across both parameters.
From the feature analysis it was also found that hybrid-DNN methods retain the human like variance (F0 sd) affecting the prosodic flow, which can be a strong indication for such high human likeness ratings -a finding which warrants further analysis across a selection of precise state-of-the-art voice synthesis methods, and in this regard the incorporation of an emotion-based evaluation may have insightful findings. 
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